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Abstract. We deal with two main issues in this article for the contexts of
Vietnamese paragraphs composing two simple sentences having the main fea-
ture: the first sentence has two identical objects connected by copula “là”; the
second sentence has one anaphoric pronoun indicating human. As the special
context, between two identical objects at the first sentence there is only one is
actually referred to by the pronoun at the second sentence. At the first issue, we
express the mechanism for determining exact antecedents of anaphoric human
pronouns and building the meaning representation structure for each sentential
pair. We continue to present techniques for analyzing this structure for the issue
which is to determine main contents and relationships. Then, we propose the
method to generate a new complete Vietnamese sentence having the content
which summarizes the meaning of the original pair of sentences.

Keywords: Anaphoric pronoun � Referent resolution � Meaning representa-
tion � Meaning summarization � Sentence generation

1 Introduction

In our new approach for summarizing the meaning of pairs of simple Vietnamese
sentences, an important step is to resolve the ambiguous problem in determining
antecedents of anaphoric pronouns. Firstly, we proposed in [13] a new approach which
is the combination of ideas and techniques belonging to two research fields are Natural
Language Generation (cf. [3]) and Text Summarization (cf. [1, 2, 5–7]). At the first
phase, we proposed the solution to understand the meaning of the input pair with two
processes: resolve anaphoric pronouns and build a meaning representation structure for
the paragraph. Next, we proposed the solution for generating the new meaning-
summarizing Vietnamese sentence with three processes: determine and model rela-
tionship factors from the above structure; generate the syntactic structure; combine the
lexical set to complete the new sentence. However, in [13] we only applied the new
approach in the contexts of four pair types having the general characteristic: the first
sentence has one transitive verb relating to two objects which are not identical; the
second sentence has one pronoun indicating human, standing with demonstrative
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adjective [“ta” / “ấy” / “này”] and relating to the object at the first sentence taking the
object role of the transitive verb. We only presented in [13] steps for implementing
processes at the second phase, and we applied techniques in [12] to implement pro-
cesses at the first phase.

Expanding the research, in [14] we considered the others contexts of four types in
which there is the appearance of pronoun “nó” at the second sentence. This is a special
pronoun in Vietnamese, can indicate human, animated or non-animated object
depending on the actual context and content of the paragraph. Therefore, an important
issue is to resolve the ambiguous problem in determining the object at the first sentence
which is referred to by pronoun “nó”. We applied techniques in [12] and proposed
some improvements in describing lexical structure to determine the exact referent and
build the meaning representation structure. Next, we analyze this structure, identify
relationships. Finally we proposed the algorithm for generating the syntactic structure
and combined with the built lexical set to complete the new sentence.

Based on the new approach, the considered contexts here are pairs of simple
Vietnamese sentences having characteristic: the first sentence has two identical objects
are connected by copula “là” (is) and has the structure as in Table 1; the second
sentence has one pronoun indicating human and has the structure as in Table 2. With
these types, although two objects at the first sentence are identical but there is only one
object is mentioned and referred to by the pronoun at the second sentence. To handle
this problem, we propose some improvements in comparison with [12]:

• Propose the new strategy to find the antecedent at the first sentence.
• Add appropriate information in technique of describing the lexical characteristics.
• Adjust the technique that implements the referent finding algorithm.

At the next phase, we analyze the meaning representation structure to determine: the
main content of the paragraph; relationships between found object with the next verb or
adjective. Then, we propose new general algorithm for generating the syntactic
structure of the new sentence and combine with the lexical set to complete.

Table 1. The structure of the first sentence
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2 Determine the Referent of Anaphoric Human Pronoun

In this section, we present some improvements from the method in [12] to determine
the exact antecedent and build the appropriate meaning representation structure.

Based on framework Graph Unification Logic Programming (GULP) [8], our
method of resolving anaphoric pronouns and building the meaning representation
structure in [12] included steps: (i) analyzed the paragraph into two separated sentences
and described position information; (ii) analyzed the syntactic structure of each sen-
tence and described the appropriate characteristic information; (iii) described the
characteristic of each lexicon; (iv) in turn built each component of the meaning rep-
resentation structure; (v) determine the referent for each pronoun. These steps were
implemented based on information transferring mechanism in the syntactic tree of
theory Unification-Based Grammar [8]. In our approach, we apply Discourse Repre-
sentation Theory (DRT [4, 9–11]) in which the semantic of a paragraph is represented
by a structure called Discourse Representation Structure (DRS) which is a tuple of two
ordered lists: (i) the first contains unique indexes indicating each object in the para-
graph and denoted as U; (ii) the second contains predicates (in the sense of theory
DRT) represent conditions which objects have to satisfy and denoted as Con.

With considered paragraphs in this study, we propose the new referent finding
strategy. The main idea is based on the experiences in actual contexts: a main object
will normally be referred to first or described by a proper noun. The general strategy:

• If the first sentence has proper noun:
– If the first sentence has one proper noun: The referent is the object which is

described by this proper noun.
– If the first sentence has two proper nouns: The referent is either the first or the

second object. We choose the object standing at the object role of copula “là”.

Table 2. The structure of the second sentence
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• If the first sentence does not have proper noun: The referent is the object which is
described by the noun standing at the subject role of copula “là”.

To realize this strategy, firstly we identify the information for finding the referent:
position of the object in the paragraph (at the first or second sentence); sub-class of
category (proper or common noun); role of verb or adjective (subject or object role).
Then, we implement improvements from techniques in [12] as follows:

• Describe additional feature flag_role describing the role of the object in rela-
tionship with copula “là” in analyzing structure of the sentence which has the
structure in Table 1. This feature takes value [subject] for the object taking the
subject role, [object] for the object taking the object role (Fig. 1).

• Describe additional feature flag_proper and predicate f_proper in describing
lexical characteristics. This feature and predicate take value [proper] if the
lexicon is proper noun, [common] if the lexicon is common noun. Predicate
f_proper is added to the DRS structure and helps for determining the referent in
the technique that resolves the anaphoric pronoun (Fig. 2).

When meet a pronoun at the second sentence, we in turn resolve according to two
algorithms: the first algorithm finds the proper noun (Fig. 3), the second algorithm finds
the noun standing at the subject role of copula “là” (Fig. 4).

Fig. 1. Analyze the structure of the sentence in Table 1 (based on framework GULP [8])
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The final result of this first phase is a DRS structure representing the meaning of the
paragraph. As an example, the DRS structure of the pair of Vietnamese sentences “Tín
là nhà thơ. Anh nhạy cảm.” (English: “Tín is a poet. He is sensitive.”) (Fig. 5):

3 Generate the New Vietnamese Sentence

The main content of this section is to present determining main contents and rela-
tionships in the paragraph through analyzing the DRS structure. Thence, we propose
the algorithm for generating the syntactic structure and complete the new sentence.

Fig. 2. Describe the characteristics of proper noun “Nhân” (based on framework GULP [8])

Fig. 3. Implement Algorithm 1 (based on framework GULP [8])
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3.1 Determine Main Contents and Relationships

At the first analyzing step, we determine that contents of the paragraph is described by
main predicates in list Con of the DRS. These are predicates describing semantic of
noun, verb, adjective and in turn indicate object, action or property. With the con-
sidered sentential pairs, the content indicating two identical objects is described by a
special predicate form which we call identical predicate. This predicate form has
structure “I1 = I2” in which I1 is unique index indicating the first object and I2 is
unique index indicating the second object. Consider the DRS in Fig. 5, we build three
ordered lists containing indexes and predicates which describe main contents:

• mapIndexObjects: contain indexes indicating each object in the paragraph: 1 –

indicates object “Tín”; 2 – indicates object “nhà thơ”.
• mapPredicateObjects: contain predicates describing semantic of nouns:

– named(1,[tín],noun,proper) – describe the semantic of proper noun
“Tín”.

– nhà_thơ(2,[nhà,thơ],noun,common) – describe the semantic of com-
mon noun “nhà thơ”.

• mapPredicateBehaviors: contain predicates describing semantic of verb,
adjective and identical predicates:
– 1 = 2 – describes object “Tín” is identical with object “nhà thơ”.

Fig. 4. Implement Algorithm 2 (based on framework GULP [8])

Fig. 5. The DRS structure of paragraph “Tín là nhà thơ. Anh nhạy cảm.”
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– nhạy_cảm(1,[nhạy,cảm],adjective,property) – describe the
semantic of adjective “nhạy cảm”.

We determine relationships when analyzing predicates in mapPredicateBehav-
iors. These predicates contain the information about indexes associating to objects
which have the relationship with each other and with action or property. Generally, we
model in Table 3 predicates describing semantic of verb, adjective or identical.

3.2 Generate the New Meaning-Summarizing Vietnamese Sentence

Based on predicate structures in Table 3, we determine considered pairs of sentences
are represented by pairs of predicates in which the first predicate has the structure form
4 and the second predicate has the structure 1, 2, 3, 4. We propose the algorithm for
generating the syntactic structure of the new sentence: in turn adds predicates
describing semantic of lexicons into appropriate positions in the syntactic structure.
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In Table 4, we synthesize pairs of predicates and general syntactic structures of new
Vietnamese sentences when applying Algorithm 3. We use the notation [I] to indicate
the semantic predicate of the object associating to index I.

Applying the algorithm in [14] about replacing each component in the syntactic
structure by the appropriate Vietnamese lexicon, we complete the new
meaning-summarizing Vietnamese sentence. Ad an example, consider the paragraph
having the DRS structure in Fig. 5, determined main predicates in Sect. 3.1, the
syntactic structure and new complete Vietnamese sentence:

• The syntactic structure: named(1,[tín],noun,proper) + “là” + nhà_thơ
(2,[nhà,thơ],noun,common) + “và” + nhạy_cảm(1,[nhạy,cảm],ad-
jective,property)

• The complete Vietnamese sentence: “Tín là nhà thơ và nhạy cảm” (English: “Tín is
a poet and is sensitive.”)

4 Experiment and Discussions

For testing, we collected 120 paragraphs in which the first sentence has the structure as
in Table 1 and the second sentence has the structure as in Table 2. The experiment is
performed through two phases: the first phase is to test determining the antecedent of
the anaphoric pronoun and build the semantic representation structure; the second
phase is to test generating the new meaning-summarizing Vietnamese sentence.

At the first experiment phase, the system determines antecedents for anaphoric
pronouns and builds DRS structures for all 120 paragraphs. Analyzing the results, due
to there is no impaction of external factors of time or space, so the pronoun resolution
for these paragraphs is suitable for proposed strategies in Sect. 2. There is a problem
here with some pairs of sentences in which the first sentence does not have proper
noun, and the proposed strategy in Sect. 2 is finding the object which is described by
the noun standing at the subject role of copula “là” and is commonly accepted in
reality. However, if the sentence structure is more complex and there are addition
factors then the result may be not correct.

Table 3. Modeled structure of semantic predicates of verb, adjective, identical
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At the second experiment phase, the system generates 120 newVietnamese sentences
for 120 DRS structures. Analyzing the results, these new Vietnamese sentences satisfy
two main requirements: having the grammatically correct structure in Vietnamese; and
having the content that summarizes the meaning of the original paragraph. However, we
point out that there are two issues here:

• Following the new approach, the new Vietnamese sentence is generated based on
the DRS structure which is built from the source pair of Vietnamese sentences. This
leads to if the anaphoric pronoun resolution is not totally correct and thus the DRS

Table 4. Pairs of Predicates and Syntactic Structures of the New Sentences
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structure does not exactly represent the meaning of the paragraph, then the new
Vietnamese sentence does not have accurate content.

• With Algorithm 3 generating the syntactic structure, there are some generated
Vietnamese sentences are not totally natural, in the sense of commonly using, in the
common Vietnamese communication.

Moreover, we see that can continue to extend the research to apply for paragraphs
having more complex structure or composing more than two sentences.

5 Conclusion

We presented in this paper some changes and improvements in comparison with [12] to
resolve some ambiguity in determining antecedents for anaphoric human pronouns in
paragraphs composing two Vietnamese sentences which have the structure presented in
section Introduction. We also presented steps in the phase that generates the new
meaning-summarizing Vietnamese sentences with modeling the structure of pairs of
predicates corresponding to each sentential pair and the general syntactic structure of
each form of new Vietnamese sentence.

The experiment shows that with presented techniques based on the new approach,
the generated Vietnamese sentences satisfied the given requirements. We also pointed
out some limitations. These limitations will be objectives in our next researches.
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